
Wednesday’s Activity: 
Read the sentence from the folktale: 
 

“The bottom half is useless grassy straw.” 
 

1.  What does useless mean in this sentence:  
 
 

2. Complete the Suffix Chart below: 
Suffix Chart 

A suffix is a word part added at the end of a base or root word.  The suffix -less means without. 
In the word needless, the suffix -less makes the word mean “without need.” 
Complete the chart below to learn the meaning of words when a suffix is added to the end of a 
word. 
**** DO NOT COPY FROM THE INTERNET. PUT IT INTO YOUR OWN 
WORDS. 
 
1.  Words that end 
with the suffix -less

 

2. Meaning of the 
word with the suffix 
-less 

3. Real-Life 
Example 

4. Meaning of the 
word with a New 
Suffix 

needless Without need Buying more 
purses when you 
already have a 
closet full of purses.  

Needy - tending to 
have a need 

profitless    

relentless    

thoughtless    

defenseless    

ageless    

guileless    

fathomless    

dauntless    



 
 
Try to add a different suffix to the end of the words to create new words. 
The word you make should be a real word (look up the word to check). 
The chart below has some examples of suffixes that can be added to the 
end of a word.  (These are only examples!  Feel free to add the suffix of 
your choice.) 
 
 
 

New words created:  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Suffix                               Meaning                                                   Example 

-able, -ible                capable or worthy of, tending to                flammable, discernable, culpable 

-al, -ial, -ical             having the quality of, relating to                educational, historical, social 

-an, -ian                    one who is or does; related to                   human, agrarian, simian 

-ant, -ent                   performing or being                                    important, incessant, independent 

-ful                             full of, tending or liable to                          peaceful, wishful, hopeful 

-ic                              pertaining or relating to                             chronic, scenic, fantastic 

-ile                            tending to, capable of                                 futile, senile, fragile 

-ish                           having the quality of                                   Spanish, bookish, selfish 

-ive                          performing or tending toward                    cooperative, supportive, sensitive 

-less                        without, lacking, unable to act                   endless, fearless, sleepless 

-ous, -ose               full of, relating to                                          adventurous, generous, bellicose 

-y                             characterized by, tending to                       sleepy, hungry, cursary 

 


